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Design awareness at public level grows day-
by-day. Design is like silk thread that not 
only stitches success but directs and 
navigates, for us bemused humans in an 
increasingly complex - layered, physical, 
virtual and meta-normal - universe of things, 
values and systems.
We set out this year to enhance inclusivity, 
how it infiltrates all activities.  This is reflected 
in the 2016 IDI Irish Design Awards, with a 
true winner from the gaming category - a 
piece of wondrous  design that fuses the art 
of the game with the concept of art itself. Irish 
designers were represented all over the world, 
the overseas award going to an Irish designer 
in China. We introduced the “public choice” 
award - a playful exercise, to bring a dialogue 
alive between designers and the public.
We set out to reach more design people in 
Ireland, many embedded in service design 
roles, in-house with larger organisations: 
reaching, coaxing, inspiring, inviting. 
The IDI hopes to engage our community in 
all segments, regions and demographics, 
in collaboration and conversation. We 
started right at the point of incorporation 
and governance, extending into how we 
communicate, how we express ourselves 
and each other, how we measure success 
for ourselves, how we promote, elevate 
and enrich the community with skills, 
opportunities and experiences.
Designers should have a scale of mastery via 
the IDI, a system of professional evaluation 
where they continue to develop their 
learning, performance, knowledge and 
expertise according to measured, mutually 
recognised methods and norms.  We wish 
for designers to find ultimate meaning 
and purpose in what they seek, what they 
achieve and how they service their careers, 
lives and dreams.
Design is on the rise, not only in Ireland.  
As observed in business discourse, the 
contribution of design to rapid-rise profits 
across the corporate world is recognised. 
The 2016 Fortune 100 companies show an 
unprecedented level of Chief Design Officers 
sitting right up there with CEO, CFO and COO 
as key decision makers - evidence of this awe 
and respect finally flowing in the direction 
of design.
Design today is less and less about the 
“thing” and more and more now about the 
“how”. Yet, it retains its direct, aesthetic and 
emotional appeal to beauty.
Design no longer applies just to the 
“cool” factor; it is looked to with hope and 
anticipation - for the new outlook, the trend 
insight, the dynamic customer relationship, 
stimulation of visceral response. It is well-
designed products and services, that create 
feelings, stimulate memories, evoke desire, 
engender hope and offer experiences - these 
are the captivating future.
As artificial intelligence writes much of 
the content that you read, and the value 
of “the expert” is increasingly brushed 
aside, the value of “the beautiful” is still a 
strong, magnetic, instinctive force of human 
attraction.  
The IDI Irish Graduate Design Awards 2016 
demonstrated a breathtaking response to 
this aspirational brief. Graduates displayed 
a dogged realism and a socially connected, 
highly mature collective human mindset, 
focused on global and individual problems.
My President’s choice award-winners of 2016 
were Grafton Architects’ duo, Yvonne Farrell 
and Shelley MacNamara.  Their wonderful 
expression:  “design is difficult: because it’s 
real - and it’s dreamy” -  is undeniably true. 
“The world is in perpetual motion, and we must invent the things of tomorrow .... Act with audacity” 
Madame Cliquot. As we progress through 2016, our IDI theme of “Design:Rising” matures -  with our 
commitment to elevating the power, integrity and determination of Irish designers. 
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